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An unforgettable week in nature. 

Spanish in the mountains
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Scheme (example) 

Level test: Before the arrival in the Valencian Community, the level test is carried 
out with Skype, at a predetermined day and time with the students. This will help 
to organize the classes so that they can be designed in advance. 

Sunday:  
Arrival at VLC and transfer 

Monday: 
9:00 meeting 
9: 30- 13:30 Spanish lesson: History of Spain: The Arabs (Narrate and describe a 
historical fact, lexicon of historical events)Excursión Aín y Castillo (árabes)/ Po-
blado Íbero: Fanzara 
Tuesday: 
9: 30- 13:30 Spanish classes: The landscape: Fauna and flora (Describe a place, 
lexicon of animals, plants and geography) 
Excursion Greenway arrival to Navajas / Cueva de la muela: Fanzara 
Wednesday: 
9: 30- 13:30 Spanish class: History of Spain: The Spanish Civil War (Narrate a his-
torical event: present or PIN) 
Excursion Villamalur trenches (+ Villamalur pool) 
Thursday: 
9: 30- 13:30 Spanish lesson: Art 
Excursion Fanzara MIAU (+ river) 
Friday: 
9: 30- 12:30 Spanish classes. Food 
12: 45-13: 45 Workshop food: La paella: Aín 
Eat all together paella and transfer to Valencia 

The excursions and workshops can be modified either by the season, or by the in-
terests of the client within our offer. 
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Other workshops and excursions: 
Workshop: Ceramics + visit to Rivesalbes workshop and wave museum. 
Workshop: Sports + activities: climbing, canoeing, via ferrata. in Benitandús 
Workshop: Food + hiking to Almedijar (+ visit cheese factory and wineries) 
Workshop: Water culture and agriculture (ditches and mills): Sources of Ayódar / 
Aín 

Excursion: Sierra de Irta or natural pools. 

OPTIONAL: 
The week, in addition it can be completed optionally with the visit to Valencia the 
weekend: 
Friday: 
Arrival at the hotel in the evening-night (from Aín). 

Saturday: 
Guided bike tour + beach 

Sunday: 
Free time and transfer to the airport. 

ACCOMMODATION: 
Hotels and cottages (Depends on the time of year and the needs of the clients). 
Half pension. 

BUDGET: 
With Spanish lessons from € 1050 (the flight is not included). 
No Spanish lessons from € 675 (the flight is not included). 
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